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recently, Ron Sharp in Australian Book Review pointed out the way in which Keats’ 
‘Ode to a Nightingale’ is revisited in Wallace-Crabbe’s collection: “Keats, as 
Wallace-Crabbe has said, is his presiding genius, and echoes of Keats resonate 
throughout this book, including the appearance of still another bird, "that Hampstead 
nightingale not to be born for death."  Like Keats, for Wallace-Crabbe the "negative 
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capability" through which he apprehends beauty is even more beautiful and valuable 
















































































































































‘Coat Hangers Galore’ even manages to celebrate the common coat hanger, in such a 
way that they seem clever and glamorous: 
  Clubbable and promiscuous, 
                                               they hang around 
  getting under your feet 
  while always intending to be helpful 
 
But it is ‘Garlic’ which steals the show: 
 
    a naked clove 
  comes out successfully 
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    shining 
   virginal as the dawn 
  yet leaving 
   its ripe sex on your fingers 
     for quite some time. 
 
Finally, ‘At the Clothesline’ mixes the sombre with the hopeful: 
 The many we have loved or used to know 
 Are dragged already out of sight, 
 Vanished fast, though stepping slow, 
 Folded into a remorseless night. 
 
 Yet something leaves its mark here like 
 A rainbow ring around the moon. 
 
Caterson has stated, “I think there is a lot of rejoicing in the things of the world in this 
book.”  And so Puck is there, if you look closely, he is just sometimes hiding in the 
shadow of Hamlet. 
 
 
 
